Churchill Park School

Mid Term Plan – Key Stage -3 Yr 9 – Food and festivals

Geography

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Objective: To be able find India on a world
map.

Objective: To be able to identify natural and
manmade features of India

Objective: To know about the natural
features of India

Objective: To know about the natural
features of India

Objective: To know about the manmade
features of India

Success Criteria:

Success Criteria:

Success Criteria:

Success Criteria:

Success Criteria:

Support: S6 I can answer simple questions
about places. I can use basic geographical
vocabulary to identify familiar places and
Environments. I can demonstrate
understanding of the difference between
natural and manmade features of a place.
S7 I can say/demonstrate preferences relating
to natural and manmade features of places. I
can identify key human features (eg town,
village, shop, farm).
Core: S10 I can answer some questions about
what they have seen and/or observed.
S11 I can discuss the main topic in a nonfiction
book.
Extension: S12 I can compare photos of different
places. I can use pictures and photographs to
identify physical features. I can use pictures and
photographs to identify human features. I can
identify sea and land on a map and globe. I can
identify water features on a simple map.
LOtC:

Support: S6 I can answer simple questions
about places. I can use basic geographical
vocabulary to identify familiar places and
Environments. I can demonstrate
understanding of the difference between
natural and manmade features of a place.
S7 I can say/demonstrate preferences relating
to natural and manmade features of places. I
can identify key human features (eg town,
village, shop, farm).
Core: S10 I can answer some questions about
what they have seen and/or observed.
S11 I can discuss the main topic in a nonfiction
book.
Extension: S12 I can compare photos of different
places. I can use pictures and photographs to
identify physical features. I can use pictures and
photographs to identify human features. I can
identify sea and land on a map and globe. I can
identify water features on a simple map.

Support: S6 I can answer simple questions
about places. I can use basic geographical
vocabulary to identify familiar places and
Environments. S7 I can say/demonstrate
preferences relating to natural features of
places. S8 I can recognize natural features of a
place. I can use simple geographical language
to communicate ideas location.
Core: S10 I can answer some questions about
what they have seen and/or observed.
S11 I can discuss the main topic in a nonfiction
book. I can use pictures for information in non
fiction books.
Extension: S12 I can compare photos of different
places. I can use pictures and photographs to
identify physical features. I can identify physical
features of a landscape.
LOtC:

Support: S6 I can answer simple questions
about places. I can use basic geographical
vocabulary to identify familiar places and
Environments. S7 I can say/demonstrate
preferences relating to natural features of
places. S8 I can recognize natural features of a
place. I can use simple geographical language
to communicate ideas location.
Core: S10 I can answer some questions about
what they have seen and/or observed.
S11 I can discuss the main topic in a nonfiction
book. I can use pictures for information in non
fiction books.
Extension: S12 I can compare photos of different
places. I can use pictures and photographs to
identify physical features.S13 I can identify
physical features of a landscape.
LOtC:

SMSC:
Using IT: Google

SMSC:
Using IT: google

Support: S6 I can answer simple questions
about places. I can use basic geographical
vocabulary to identify familiar places and
Environments. S7 I can say/demonstrate
preferences relating to manmade features of
places. I can identify key human features. S8 I
can recognize manmade features of a place. I
can use simple geographical language to
communicate ideas location.
Core: S10 I can answer some questions about
what they have seen and/or observed.
S11 I can discuss the main topic in a nonfiction
book. I can use pictures for information in non
fiction books.
Extension: S12 I can compare photos of different
places. I can use pictures and photographs to
identify human features.S13 I can identify human
features of a landscape.
LOtC:

SMSC:
Using IT: google earth

LOtC:

Suggested Activities:
 Research information for a
natural feature in India,
Himalayas, Ganges, Bay of
Bengal, ran of Kutch, Sundarbans,
Lakshadweep, coral atolls,
Andaman island
 Look at photos and describe what
they see.

Suggested Activities:

Suggested Activities:
 Use atlases and globes to find
India
 Write address for New Dalhi,
putting on country , continent etc
 Place Indial on a map, put on
surrounding oceans, continents.
 On map of Asia place main cities
New Delhi, Mumbai, rivers,
surrounding countries, natural
features.


SMSC:
Using IT: google earth

Suggested Activities:
 Using photos identify manmade
and natural features of India.
Place these on a map of India.
 On maps of India put information
about weather, population, land
use

Week 6

Week 7



Make a fact file for natural feature in
India.



Week 8

Week 9

SMSC:
Using IT: google

Suggested Activities:
 Research information for a human
feature in India, Taj Mahal, Amer
fort, Delhi’s red fort complex,
Jama Masjid mosque, Pilgrims
baths, Brhadeeswarar temple,
Delhi metro
Look at photos and describe what
they see.
A village in India resources.

Week 10

Objective: To know about the human
features of India

Objective: To be able find Africa on a world
map.

Objective: To be able to identify natural and
manmade features of Africa

Objective: To know about the natural
features of Africa

Objective: To know about the natural
features of Italy

Success Criteria:

Success Criteria:

Success Criteria:

Success Criteria:

Success Criteria:

Support: S6 I can answer simple questions
about places. I can use basic geographical
vocabulary to identify familiar places and
Environments. S7 I can say/demonstrate
preferences relating to manmade features of
places. S8 I can recognize manmade features of
a place. I can use simple geographical
language to communicate ideas location.
Core: S10 I can answer some questions about
what they have seen and/or observed.
S11 I can discuss the main topic in a nonfiction
book. I can use pictures for information in non
fiction books.
Extension: S12 I can compare photos of different
places. I can use pictures and photographs to
identify human features.S13 I can identify human
features of a landscape.
LOtC:

Support: S6 I can answer simple questions
about places. I can use basic geographical
vocabulary to identify familiar places and
Environments. I can demonstrate
understanding of the difference between
natural and manmade features of a place.
S7 I can say/demonstrate preferences relating
to natural and manmade features of places. I
can identify key human features (eg town,
village, shop, farm).
Core: S10 I can answer some questions about
what they have seen and/or observed.
S11 I can discuss the main topic in a nonfiction
book.
Extension: S12 I can compare photos of different
places. I can use pictures and photographs to
identify physical features. I can use pictures and
photographs to identify human features. I can

Support: S6 I can answer simple questions
about places. I can use basic geographical
vocabulary to identify familiar places and
Environments. I can demonstrate
understanding of the difference between
natural and manmade features of a place.
S7 I can say/demonstrate preferences relating
to natural and manmade features of places. I
can identify key human features (eg town,
village, shop, farm).
Core: S10 I can answer some questions about
what they have seen and/or observed.
S11 I can discuss the main topic in a nonfiction
book.
Extension: S12 I can compare photos of different
places. I can use pictures and photographs to
identify physical features. I can use pictures and
photographs to identify human features. I can

Support: S6 I can answer simple questions
about places. I can use basic geographical
vocabulary to identify familiar places and
Environments. S7 I can say/demonstrate
preferences relating to natural features of
places. S8 I can recognize natural features of a
place. I can use simple geographical language
to communicate ideas location.
Core: S10 I can answer some questions about
what they have seen and/or observed.
S11 I can discuss the main topic in a nonfiction
book. I can use pictures for information in non
fiction books.
Extension: S12 I can compare photos of different
places. I can use pictures and photographs to
identify physical features. I can identify physical
features of a landscape.
LOtC:

Support: S6 I can answer simple questions
about places. I can use basic geographical
vocabulary to identify familiar places and
Environments. S7 I can say/demonstrate
preferences relating to natural features of
places. S8 I can recognize natural features of a
place. I can use simple geographical language
to communicate ideas location.
Core: S10 I can answer some questions about
what they have seen and/or observed.
S11 I can discuss the main topic in a nonfiction
book. I can use pictures for information in non
fiction books.
Extension: S12 I can compare photos of different
places. I can use pictures and photographs to
identify physical features.S13 I can identify
physical features of a landscape.
LOtC:
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SMSC:
Using IT: google

Suggested Activities:


Make a fact file for manmade feature
in India.

identify sea and land on a map and globe. I can
identify water features on a simple map.
LOtC:

identify sea and land on a map and globe. I can
identify water features on a simple map.

SMSC:
Using IT: google earth

LOtC:

Suggested Activities:
 Use atlases and globes to find
Africa
 Write address for a capital of a
country in Africa, putting on
country , continent etc
 Place main countries on a map,
put on surrounding oceans,
continents.
 On map of Africa place main
countries, cities, rivers,
surrounding continents, natural
features.

Week 11

Objective: To know about the human
features of Africa

Success Criteria:

Success Criteria:

Support: S6 I can answer simple questions
about places. I can use basic geographical
vocabulary to identify familiar places and
Environments. S7 I can say/demonstrate
preferences relating to manmade features of
places. I can identify key human features. S8 I
can recognize manmade features of a place. I
can use simple geographical language to
communicate ideas location.
Core: S10 I can answer some questions about
what they have seen and/or observed.
S11 I can discuss the main topic in a nonfiction
book. I can use pictures for information in non
fiction books.
Extension: S12 I can compare photos of different
places. I can use pictures and photographs to
identify human features.S13 I can identify human
features of a landscape.
LOtC:

Support: S6 I can answer simple questions
about places. I can use basic geographical
vocabulary to identify familiar places and
Environments. S7 I can say/demonstrate
preferences relating to manmade features of
places. S8 I can recognize manmade features of
a place. I can use simple geographical
language to communicate ideas location.
Core: S10 I can answer some questions about
what they have seen and/or observed.
S11 I can discuss the main topic in a nonfiction
book. I can use pictures for information in non
fiction books.
Extension: S12 I can compare photos of different
places. I can use pictures and photographs to
identify human features.S13 I can identify human
features of a landscape.
LOtC:

Suggested Activities:
 Research information for a human
feature in Africa, Pyramids, Suez
canal, Kariba Dam, Carbora
bassa dam,
Look at photos and describe what they
see.

Suggested Activities:
 Using photos identify manmade
and natural features of Africa.
Place these on a map of Africa.
 On maps of Africa put information
about weather, population, land
use

SMSC:
Using IT: google

Suggested Activities:
 Research information for a
natural feature in Africa, sahara
desert, Congo basin, red sea,
river Nile, Congo, Zambizi,
Victoria falls, Kalahari desert,
Madagascar, Lake Volta, mount
Kilimanjaro, Atlas mountains,
great rift valley,
 Look at photos and describe what
they see.

Suggested Activities:




Week 12

Objective: To know about the manmade
features of Africa

SMSC:
Using IT: google

SMSC:
Using IT: google earth

SMSC:
Using IT: Google

SMSC:
Using IT: google

Suggested Activities:


Make a fact file for manmade features
in Africa.

Make a fact file for natural feature in
Africa

Suggested Home Learning



.
Looking at pictures of places and
describing them.
Looking at maps and globes and
finding important places.

